Acute Kidney Injury and Hemodilution During Cardiopulmonary Bypass: A Changing Scenario.
Severe hemodilution during cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) is a risk factor for acute kidney injury (AKI) after heart operations. Many improvements to CPB technology have been proposed during the past decade to limit the hemodilution-related AKI risk. The present study is a retrospective analysis of the relationship between hemodilution during CPB and AKI in cardiac operations in the setting of different interventions applied over 14 years. We retrospectively analyzed 16,790 consecutive patients undergoing heart operations from 2000 to 2013. Various risk factors for AKI were collected and analyzed, together with a number of interventions as possible modifiers of the relationship between a nadir hematocrit (HCT) value during CPB and AKI. The relationship between the nadir HCT value during CPB and AKI was confirmed in a multivariable analysis, with the relative risk of AKI increasing by 7% per percentage point of decrease of the nadir HCT value during CPB. The relative risk of AKI decreased by 8% per year of observation (p = 0.001) despite a significantly increased risk of AKI (p = 0.001). A sensitivity analysis based on differences before and after different interventions demonstrated a beneficial effect of the application of goal-directed perfusion (aimed at preserving oxygen delivery during CPB), with a reduction in the AKI rate from 5.8% to 3.1% (p = 0.001). A policy restricting angiographic examination on the day of operation was also useful (reduction of AKI rate from 4.8% to 3.7%; p = 0.029). A bundle of interventions mainly aimed at limiting the renal impact of hemodilution during CPB is effective in reducing the AKI rate.